
Is heat-forming necessary to 
the rollforming process?
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Don't worry that Central States 
doesn't use heat-forming.
Some manufactures tout heat-forming as a superior process over 
traditional rollforming methods. Heat-forming uses an infrared 
heater to blast the metal to temperatures up to 170°F prior to
rollforming. This process is said to reduce tension-bend cracking.

A tension-bend crack is a microscopic crack in the substrate 
layer that can occur due to the force of the tight bends created 
by rollforming. If a tension-bend crack occurs there is a chance 
of tension-bend staining and does not affect the integrity of the 
panel. The severity of tension-bend staining depends on many 
factors including the environment, the type of paint system, the 
substrate coating, and the radius of the bend.

For decades, most manufactures in the metal roofing industry have
rollformed panels at normal ambient temperatures resulting in 
products with an excellent service life. Central States goes further 
by warehousing and manufacturing our materials in climate 
controlled environments. None of our materials are left out in the 
cold prior to rollforming.

•    What is heat-
forming anyway?

•   Should I be 
concerned about 
tension-bend 
staining?

•   Central States uses 
climate-controlled 
rollforming.



Method
Panels were rollformed at different temperatures from

Central States three northern manufacturing locations.

These panels were then submitted to a third-party laboratory 

for optical analysis of the roll formed edges. The roll formed 

edges on two bend locations of each panel were evaluated using 

a Leica EZ4 D stereo microscope at 10x and 25x magnification. 

The bend locations are identified in the illustration.
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Panel samples rollformed at 65°F
in Claysburg, Pennsylvania.

Bend 1, 10x magnification Bend 1, 25x magnification

Bend 2, 10x magnification Bend 2, 25x magnification

But don't just take our word for it.
We conducted a roll formed bend analysis through an independent 
third-party laboratory to validate our manufacturing process.

Trust Central States. 
We are confident in our rollforming process
and stand behind our lifetime warranty.
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Conclusion

All of the roll formed panels 
submitted to for laboratory 
evaluation did not exhibit visual 
cracking under magnification.



Choose quality metal manufactured 
with climate-controlled processes.
We purchase the highest quality material.
Material substrates have improved greatly over time to address prior concerns of rollforming 
at extreme cold temperatures. The Central States purchasing team works diligently with our 
vendor partners to ensure the metal coils used in our manufacturing process are of the highest-
quality material that resist failure during the rollforming process. 

We warehouse and manufacture in climate-controlled environments.
We maintain a consistent climate in our manufacturing facilities to avoid any unnecessary 
stress that temperature changes may have on our material, as well as our people and machines 
that process them. Our coil inventory is stored indoors in a warm, climate-controlled holding 
area giving it adequate time to acclimate to the proper temperature before it is available for 
production. We keep our production areas at a constant 60 degrees or greater throughout the 
winter months, following guidelines that are set by our paint manufacturer. 

We avoid unnecessary stress to the metal during the rollforming process.
During the manufacturing process, we avoid flash-heating of the material to avoid a risk of 
rapid material expansion. Unnecessary stress due to rapid material expansion may cause the 
panel to be flexed or warped and fall outside of our strict tolerances. Our roll forming process 
gradually reshapes of the material to avoid any undue stress on the bend areas.

We are confident in our Lifetime warranty.
CentralGuard is our specific combination of everything that goes into making the highest-
quality metal panels. Available on our Prime and Ultra panels, the CentralGuard name is a 
guarantee that you have the best protection and a lifetime paint warranty

Learn more about quality metal at
centralstatesmfg.com/layers-of-protection
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